
Carnon Downs 

Memory Cafe 

Fun, Friendship, 

Laughter, Support 



We meet on the first and third Thursday 

of every month between 2pm and 4pm 

at the Carnon Downs Village Hall 



Fun for everyone 











Friendship guaranteed 









Shared laughter 









Support and understanding 

for everybody 









To run our group, support our 

members, and provide 

entertainment and social 

activities that encourage and 

develop cognitive stimulation 

we rely totally on fund raising, 

donations and grants, which 

is why we are here today. 



We meet in a lovely hall for our twice monthly meetings but 

without the support of our group many of our members are 

now unable to organise and take part in day trips to local 

places of interest – something most of us take for granted. 

This year we are asking for your support  to help fund our 

annual day trip out. 



This year we would like to take our members for a 

cream tea on a steam train. A social outing like this 

will encourage plenty of cognitive stimulation along 

with the fun, friendship, laughter and support we 

take pride in promoting at every one of our meetings. 





Steam and Cream Trains 

Sit back and enjoy the quintessential English tradition of 

afternoon tea while seated in one of the luxury carriages of the 

Cornish Belle as it travels to Boscarne Junction, Bodmin Parkway 

then back to Bodmin General. Homemade scones, jam and 

cream are served with tea or coffee. (From the Bodmin and Wenford web site) 





Our trip is planned for the end of May 2017 and the railway have given us a 

small discount. We have 32 seats booked on the Steam and Cream train 

and a coach waiting to transport us to Bodmin and back. All seats have 

been taken and we also have a waiting list. 

 

Cost of the trip 

 

Tickets                             £17 each   x    32                                   =          £544 

Coach Hire                       (Donation from a kind member)            =          £195   

Total cost of trip                                                                            =          £739                                                  



From all the members of the 

CARNON DOWNS MEMORY CAFE 

thank you for taking the time to 

watch this presentation. 


